INFORMATION & COMMUNICATION DIRECTORATE

Media Advisory No: 000003456/2021
Venue: Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Date: 17th Nov 2021

MEDIA ADVISORY.

POSTPONEMENT OF THE SUMMIT ON INDUSTRIALIZATION AND ECONOMIC DIVERSIFICATION.

What: Announcement on the postponement of the Summit on Industrialization and Economic Diversification convened under the theme “Industrialising Africa: Renewed commitment towards an Inclusive and Sustainable Industrialization and Economic Diversification.”

The summit was scheduled to be convened on the 20 – 24 November 2021 in Niamey, Niger. The Summit has now been postponed and will be convened in 2022. Details on the new dates and venue will be communicated in due course.

Information about the Summit and all the updates can be found on - https://au.int/en/summit-africa-industrialization-economic.

For further information please contact:

Molalet Tsedeke, Directorate of Information and Communication, WhatsApp +251 911 630 631, E-mail: Molalett@africa-union.org

Doreen Apollos | Information and Communication Directorate | African Union Commission | Tel: +251 115 517 700 | E-mail: ApollosD@africa-union.org | Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
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